
REBELLION, REVOLUTION AND ARMED FORCE:
A Comparative Study of Fifteen Countries with Special Emphasis on Cuba and
South Africa
by D. E. H. RUSSELL, Division of Social Science, Mills College, Oakland, California
This book provides a systematic study of fourteen twentieth-century rebellions, seven
successful and seven unsuccessful, with special emphasis on the behavior of the
establishment armed forces in each instance. In light of her detailed analysis of these
fourteen rebellions, the author reevaluates prevailing theories on the nature of rebel-
lion, and offers a fresh, penetrating analysis that will make her book indispensable
to anyone interested in rebellion as a social and historical phenomena.

1974, about 244 pp., in preparation

LAW AND ORDER IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
The Case of Elizabethan Essex
by JOEL B. SAMAHA, Department of History and Criminal Justice Studies, University
of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Believing crime to be an outgrowth as well as a reflection of the social upheavals
that took place during the Elizabethan Era, Professor Samaha has prepared an in-depth
study of the Elizabethan system of criminal justice as it operated in Essex County
during the last half of the sixteenth century. He shows in detail how the administration
of justice worked on a day-to-day basis, describing what crimes were committed,
who was prosecuted for them, who was convicted and who went free, what punishments
were given for different offenses, and what standards were set up for determining
legality and illegality.

1974, in preparation

THE MODERN WORLD-SYSTEM:
Capitalist Agriculture and the Origins of the European World Economy in the
Sixteenth Century
by IM MANUEL WALLERSTEIN, Department of Sociology, McGill University, Montreal,
Canada
Prepublication Reviews of this Outstanding Book:
"I can say without hesitation that it is the finest book of analytical history that I have
read in the last ten years. That Europe had formed a world economy around herself
historians knew, but only in general. What they had never thought about with the
keenness and intelligence which characterizes I. WaUersteiris thought is that this entity
provides a new framework for the subject of European history, that it is compelling,
a new explanation, a new classification, indeed a revolutionary one, of received knowl-
edge and current thought.

—Fernand Braudel

"The first and only serious, comprehensive and successful attempt to advance an analysis
and explanation of the early development of a world economy, the understanding of
which is essential for the proper appreciation of all subsequent development. This book
should become a classic immediately upon publication."

—Andre Gunder Frank
Not since Barrington Moore's Social Origins of Dictatorship and Democracy has a
work of history provoked such advance excitement as this first volume of a comprehen-
sive four-volume treatise on the modern world-system. Immanuel Wallerstein has gone
beyond prevailing perspectives of history, formulating a bold hypothesis about the
world as a whole which promises to be something of an intellectual event It is not
just a synthesis of historical and sociological writings, but a new interpretive framework
for both the political and economic origins of capitalism.

Volume 111974, about 400 pp., in preparation
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Modern Chinese Society
An Analytical Bibliography
1. Publications in Western Languages, 1644-1972

Edited by G. William Skinner
880 pages, I3>O57 entries. $35.00

2. Publications in Chinese,i644-i969
Edited by G. William Skinner and Winston Hsieh
880 pages, 11,215 entries. $38.00

3. Publications in Japanese, 1644-1971
Edited by G. William Skinner 8c Shigeaki Tomita
608 pages, 7,169 entries. $32.00

This pioneering research aid places over 31,000 works on traditional,
Republican, and Communist China in all languages within one frame of
reference. Entries are coded as to topic, time period, geographic region,
type of local or regional system, and kinds of research on which the
work is based. Analytical indexes provide easy access to works by
historical period, geographical area, and type of place. Conventional
author and subject indexes are also included.

Stanford University Press

THE WORLD TODAY
The monthly journal of the Royal Institute of International Affairs provides the
general reader with up-to-date and authoritative information on current world
problems.

Recent issues include:

AMERICA AND EUROPE: A FAIR BARGAIN IN THE COMING
NEGOTIATIONS? by John Pinder

OIL DIPLOMACY: THE NEW APPROACH by J.E. Hartshorn

SPAIN AFTER FRANCO by Robert Moss

BRITAIN AND RHODESIA: THE ECONOMIC BACKGROUND TO
SANCTIONS by Michael Williams and Michael Parsonage

WHY ALLENDE FELL by Laurence Whitehead

Annual Subscription: £3.25 post free (USA and Canada $10).
28p per copy

Orders may be sent to booksellers and newsagents, or to the
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS, Press Road, Neasden, London,
NW10 ODD (Tel. 01-450 8080)
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FRomTRnnsncTion

WORKERS IN THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION:

Recent Studies of Labor in the United States and Europe

Edited by Peter N. Stearns and Daniel J. Walkowitz

Research into the history of the working class is of prime value as his-
torians and other social scientists seek to understand the impact of
change on large numbers of people. These essays stress new imagina-
tive approaches which deal not just with conventional labor history but
With the foundations of labor-the workers themselves. The coordinat-
ing theme is the diversity of working-class experience and the reaction
of ordinary workers to an industrial setting. Various types of protest
and adaptation are analyzed among artisans, factory workers and di-
verse ethnic groups. The collection provides an unusual and significant
comparative perspective with American, Britis>rFrench and German
studies.

400 pp. ISBN 55081X $14.95 ISBN 555773 $4.95

i TRANSACTION BOOKS
Order From E.P. Dutton & Co., Inc., 201 Park Ave. South, New York, N.Y. 10003
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PAST
a journal of historical studies

Past and Present began publication in 1952. It now appears in February,
May, August and November. It aims to publish a wide variety of scholarly
and original historical articles primarily concerned with social, economic
and cultural changes, and their causes and consequences. The Journal is de-
signed to reach an audience that includes both specialists and non-specialists;
to communicate the results of historical research in readable and lively form;
to provide a forum for debate in which historians and scholars in allied
subjects take part and to encourage the examination of particular problems
and periods for the light they throw on wider issues of historical change.

Copies of all back numbers are immediately available. Classified Tables
of Contents 1952-73 are available free on request.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES

1. DIRECT ORDERS:

U.K. and Irish Republic:
Overseas:

Student rate:

2. INDIRECT ORDERS via booksellers
U.K and Irish Republic:
Overseas:

Institutions

£5.00
$15.00 American
or equivalent

etc.
£7.00
$21.00 American
or equivalent

Private Individuals

£4.00
$12.00 American
or equivalent
£2.00 or $6.00 American
or equivalent

£6.00
$18.00 American
or equivalent

Payment of subscriptions may be effected by personal cheque in any convertible currency.
Cheques to be made payable to Past and Present and sent to the Business Manager,
Past and Present, P.O. Box 28, Oxford, OX1 1LS, England.

WRITE TO
The Business Manager, Past and Present, P.O. Box 28, Oxford, OX1 1LS, England.
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Comparative Studies in Society and History is a forum for presentation
and discussion of new research into problems of change and stability that
recur in human societies through time or in the contemporary world. It sets
up a working alliance between specialists in all branches of the social
sciences and humanities. Debate and review articles bring the general
reader in touch with current findings and issues.

NOTES FOR C O N T R I B U T O R S

Contributions may be descriptive, analytical or theoretical. Any article
not in itself comparative may be accepted if it lends itself to comment
that will place it in comparative perspective. Correspondence with the
editors prior to the submission of articles will help to enable them to
obtain such comment or a companion study. Emphasis in comparative
studies may be either on similarities or, if these are significant enough
and call for some recasting of generalisations, on differences. All con-
tributions and editorial correspondence should be sent to the Editors,
Comparative Studies in Society and History, Department of History,
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104.

Two copies of each contribution, preferably accompanied by a stamped,
addressed envelope, should be submitted. Both text and footnotes should
be clearly typed with double spacing and wide margins; footnotes should
appear on separate pages at the end of the article. Illustrations may be
included by arrangement with the editors.

Contributors will receive 50 offprints bound in the journal covers. Any
additional offprints must be ordered on receipt of the first proof.

ISI Tear Service, 325 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106, U.S.A.
is authorized to supply copies of separate articles for private use only. ,?
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